Faculty Senate Reapportionment Proposal, April 2010

The College of Arts and Science currently has 13 representatives on the Faculty Senate. Of the 13 representatives, 12 are evenly divided among the three academic divisions, the Humanities, the Natural Sciences, and the Social Sciences. The thirteenth representative rotates from division to division, starting (alphabetically) with the Humanities, then the Natural Sciences, and then the Social Sciences. The present rotating representative is from the Natural Sciences until spring 2012.

Faculty Senators have been reapportioned among Vanderbilt’s colleges and schools, and A&S will have four new representatives; two in fall 2010, one in fall 2011, and one in fall 2012 (and thus 17 total A&S representatives as of fall 2012). The A&S Faculty Council proposes that, of the four new representatives, three will be evenly divided among the three academic divisions and one will rotate from division to division.